
SALON SERVICE MENU

The DevaCurl Transformation Service
From wavy to super curly, the beauty of this service is the customized design for every client.  
Whether you are already wearing your hair natural or making a transition, your Deva trained stylist 
will guide you on a path to revealing your curls’ greatest potential. The luxurious process begins 
with a healthy botanical cleanse and condition, followed by a styling and coaching session. $

Add On Service Offering:

Buildup Buster Micellar Water Deep Cleansing Treatment $
Melt Into Moisture Matcha Butter Conditioning Treatment $ 
Deep Sea Repair Seaweed Strengthening Treatment $
Heaven In Hair Divine Deep Condition $ 

Bounce Back Treatment Service
The service begins with Buildup Buster Micellar Water Cleansing Serum for a rejuvenating deep 
cleanse. This powerful cleanser uses micellar technology to gently remove buildup from the hair 
and scalp without stripping essential moisture. The deep cleanse is followed with a mask treatment. 
Your Deva trained stylist will choose between Melt Into Moisture that deeply hydrates and softens 
extra dry curls or Deep Sea Repair to revive and strengthen damages curls. Your stylist may choose 
to use with or without heat. This service concludes with a customized styling session. $ 

The DevaCut
This revolutionary cutting technique was designed for all natural textures, from wavy to super curly. 
Hair is sculpted curl-by-curl, while dry, in its natural state according to your lifestyle, personality 
and preference. This service includes a transformation service and a personalized DevaCurl product 
prescription that makes it easy to maintain your style at home. $

How do I prepare for a Devacut?
Your stylist will use our signature dry-cutting technique, so please arrive at the salon 
with your curls detangled and dry, in their natural state. Prior to your appointment, 
it’s best to let your hair hang loosely; avoid ponytail holders or clips. 

Pintura Highlighting
This award-winning technique was designed to add gorgeous, light-reflecting highlights to all
natural textures. Pintura Highlighting offers the perfect harmony and balance to waves and curls 
giving brilliance and dimension to beautifully compliment your DevaCut. $

DevaCurl Updo and Styling
Your stylist begins with the DevaCurl Transformation Service, followed by a customized hairstyle
for any occasion, from weddings to big events, or just for fun. $ 
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